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2019 v20.0.0 Multilingual + Crack [TechTools].HOLLYWOOD (CBSLA) – A political rally in
Hollywood Sunday night turned into a mob scene when a large crowd of homeless protestors took
over the stage, attacking the speakers and damaging equipment. The violence quickly turned into a
chaotic scene as the protestors turned on the attendees. LAPD could be seen trying to arrest
protestors in the crowd and attempted to clear a path for the speakers to get on stage. The
Hollywood Reporter reported that the event was promoted as the “Hollywood’s first all-ages LGBT
political rally.” The Huffington Post reported that only about 100 attendees showed up, most of
whom were LGBT, while the promoters estimates a larger crowd of about 400. Organizers told the
Huffington Post they spent five days promoting the event which included attending different schools
to make sure there would be no problems with outside protests. Organizers tweeted that the event
was canceled due to a lack of funds.package
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